MEDIA INFORMATION
Angry Nuggets: the Pop-Bugs-Innovation for happy kids
At Anuga 2019, as part of the “Taste 19” special exhibition, Micarna presents its latest Pop-Bugs-Product,
“Angry Nuggets”. Inspired by the familiar chicken nuggets, Pop-Bugs-“Angry Nuggets” offer a sustainable
protein alternative.
A long day at work or school is coming to an end. The kids are hungry and tired and if there isn’t a decent dinner on
the table soon, the little ones are going to be really angry. Micarna is here to help with Pop-Bugs “Angry Nuggets”:
Quick to prepare and above all free from artificial flavours and flavour enhancers, “Angry Nuggets” are the perfect
example of how alternative protein sources can impress culinary experts large and small. Made of 25 percent
mealworm larvae, pea and wheat protein, parents and children can enjoy a good, environmentally friendly alternative
to conventional nuggets. Thanks to being quick to prepare, Pop-Bugs-“Angry Nuggets” from Micarna promise one
thing most of all: angry kids quickly become happy kids.

Pop-Bugs products from Micarna at Anuga 2019			
www.anuga.de
Anuga is the world’s largest trade fair for food and beverages. Every year around 170,000 visitors flock to Cologne and are taken on a culinary journey by
over 7,500 exhibitors. With its Pop-Bugs-Products, Micarna presents its range of alternative protein sources and makes two surprising contributions to the
«Taste 19» special innovation exhibition. Anuga takes place from 5 to 8 October 2019 in Cologne. The Pop-Bugs-Products from Micarna will be on show at the
«Swiss Pavilion»: Hall 3.1 / Stand D067

Brief profile of Micarna			
www.micarna.ch
The companies in segment 1 of M-Industry produce high-quality meat, poultry, fish and egg products. Founded by Gottlieb Duttweiler in 1958 in Courtepin in
Friborg as a Migros meat processing plant, the group of companies now includes the Switzerland-based companies Favorit Geflügel, Fleury, Lüchinger + Schmid,
Maurer Speck, Mérat & Cie., Micarna, Natura Bündner Fleischtrocknerei, Optisol, Rudolf Schär and Tipesca. In addition, the Germany-based companies
Oberschwäbische Geflügel GmbH and KM Seafood are also part of the Group. Thanks to state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities and the highest standards in the
areas of hygiene, product safety and occupational safety, the companies achieve top quality. The companies consistently advocate species-appropriate husbandry
and low-stress transport of the animals and ensure that the origin of each individual product is completely traceable. In 2018, segment 1 of M-Industry achieved
a turnover of 1.7 billion francs with over 3,000 employees.
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